
ANGELS ARMOIRE 

TAGGING GUIDELINES 
Tips to Help Your Items Sell Better: 

 Clothes that are clean, pressed, and smell fresh, with buttons and zippers closed, 
look newer & generally sell better. Closing buttons will keep them from being 
torn off by other hangers that get caught in them, and having zippers fastened 
allows the item to hang properly on the hanger.  

 Sets tend to sell better (under size 10) than separate items, so match up 
separates if you can. 

How to Tag: 

 1. Clothing must be on white plastic hangers. After you have brought items 
in on WHITE plastic hanger and clip hangers, you will be able to use Angels 
Armoire hangers as needed as you sell items. Hang with the hanger hook 
pointing to the left (see picture), place tag vertically on the right shoulder. 
Childrens size 6 and smaller work best small plastic hangers. 

                                                
 On larger clothing items, such as Formal dresses and coats, please secure them 

with safety pins if they have a tendency to fall off the hanger. Your items won't 
sell if they're on the floor! 

 Pin sets securely together by hanging the shirt first, then turn the hanger over 
and pin the pants by the waist (see picture) to the backside of the hanger, with 
the pin catching the hanger to support the pants. Both pieces can be viewed 
without unpinning them. Pants hung on a separate hanger tend to come off the 
hanger and then get separated from the top. 

 Pants or shorts sold alone should be hung as the picture shows, CLIPPED at the 
waist, or on clear plastic pant hangers with clips. You may also use pant hangers 
that have clips. 



                                              
 Place your tag inside the right shoe and secure shoes together if possible. Place 

a sticker with you consigner number on the bottom of a shoe in case the tag 
gets lost.  

 Place jewelry in clear plastic Ziploc bag with tag inside the bag.   

 

On the index card please provide the following info: 

Top left: consignor # 

Top right: Gender and size 

Then Item description under that. 

Place tag on clothing as shown in picture 

Here is a sample photo from a local consignment sale…Note that they left a nice size 
cutting line at the top (come sale time we will be removing the tag and it would be nice 
to be able to cut off the tag instead of having to take the pin off) 


